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INTRODUCTION
As the Republican Party evaluates its direction post-2020, it must confront a central question to its future: Is the GOP prepared to combat wokeism?

HOW WE GOT HERE
Donald Trump’s election victory in 2016 was a repudiation of the earlier GOP elite consensus and offered a preview of the new political divide.

WHAT HAPPENED IN 2020
While the Left’s overwhelming institutional power was just enough to deliver Democrats the White House, Trump’s 2020 campaign made encouraging electoral gains.

WINNING AGAIN IN 2024 AND BEYOND
To defeat Democrats in the coming elections, the GOP must build on Trump’s successful strategy of challenging the most unpopular elements of the woke Left.
There is only one benefit in political defeat: the opportunity to evaluate what you are doing wrong.

Since the conclusion of the 2020 election a few months ago, much ink has already been spilled over what mistakes Republicans made which led to President Donald Trump losing the White House and the GOP losing control of the U.S. Senate. And similar to past electoral defeats, the diagnoses of what went wrong and the prescriptions of how to fix them have varied widely. Indeed, these internal disagreements have already been described by many in the media and pundit class as constituting a Republican “civil war.”

Whether or not this description is accurate is debatable. However, among the various Republican reactions to the election, there does appear to be a central dividing line — one which goes deeper than disputes over political tactics or the relative vices and virtues of Trump. The central controversy in the post-2020 GOP boils down to the answer to one question: Does the contemporary Left represent an existential threat to the American experiment?

Although this question has not often been posed in explicit terms, it looms as an unacknowledged premise in virtually every response to the 2020 election. Take, for example, a March 2021 memo from the Republican-aligned Congressional Leadership Fund super PAC. The documentattributes the GOP’s strong showing in House races to the party’s recruitment of candidates who were “a woman, a minority, or a veteran.” And it identifies as “early keys” to winning in 2022: continuing this “recruitment success,” “fixing the GOP’s massive candidate-side fundraising problem,” hammering Democrats for their “socialist overreach,” and “maximizing our battlefield.”

None of these are necessarily bad goals. However, the near exclusive focus on surface-level improvements such as recruiting more diverse candidates and increasing fundraising suggest a presumption that American politics in 2022 and beyond will continue to be a business-as-usual affair. A tweak in election strategy here and a
shift in campaign tactics there is all that will be required to beat back the Democrats.

Of course, the CLF isn’t alone in arguing for a return to Republican normalcy. The most obvious and vocal are those like Reps. Liz Cheney and Adam Kinzinger who have repeatedly called for Trump to be exiled from the party and for the GOP to return to a pre-Trump consensus. “[W]e are the party of Abraham Lincoln, we are the party of Ronald Reagan,” Cheney opined during a February interview.2 “We have to be in a position where we can say we stand for principles, we stand for ideals...” While those “principles” and “ideals” were left undefined, one presumes they are those which predominated before 2016.

By contrast, a March 2021 memo from Republican Study Committee Chairman Jim Banks suggests a much different direction for the GOP, one which acknowledges the fundamental changes that have taken place since Trump’s election.3 And while it primarily focuses on the need for the party to embrace working-class voters, Banks’ memo also implicitly recognizes the new and dangerous threats posed by the Left. Notably, it advises that Republicans ought to directly challenge the Democrats on their “weakness and identity politics,” move to regulate Big Tech in order to counter their threats to free speech, and shift focus to individual donations to help the party further divorce itself from the negative influence and image of leftist-captured big business.

Based on these recommendations, it seems clear that Rep. Banks, like many conservatives, understands that a return to the pre-Trump status quo for Republicans is impossible, never mind undesirable. Ever since Donald Trump became the GOP standard-bearer, elite institutions—which had long been biased towards the Left—have shifted into an overt, oppositional stance, aggressively working to undermine Republicans and conservatives at every opportunity. The examples of this are too numerous to list exhaustively, but a few in particular stand out:

★ The administrative state and intelligence community illegally spied on the Trump campaign and transition team, concocted a fictitious “Russian collusion” narrative that ultimately led to Trump’s first impeachment, and blocked the implementation of Trump’s agenda at every level through his entire term.

★ The media and major tech companies asserted their newfound power to control
the flow of information online. As the 2020 election approached, power over political advertisements was granted to biased “fact-checkers” who could then decide whether or not they were to be removed from online platforms. Discussion of major Biden scandals was banned online, and simply left uncovered on major media outlets. Statements from the President were removed or given warning labels. And certain conservative opinions were gradually ruled out-of-bounds and censored.

In response to the death of George Floyd in May 2020, left-wing activists instigated months of rioting nationwide, egged on and supported by Democrats. Meanwhile, the education establishment and corporate America used the event to accelerate the implementation of Critical Race Theory in classrooms and HR policies, dividing Americans by skin color and fostering increasing racial resentment.

Democratic governors, backed by a leftist-dominated healthcare establishment, used the COVID-19 pandemic to enforce long-term, punitive lockdown measures which destroyed the economy, mitigating one of Trump’s best re-election arguments—all while the media continued to blame death counts on Trump. Democrats and allied progressive groups also used COVID as an excuse to loosen voting rules in key swing states to their benefit, opening the door for fraud.

The convergence of all these actions, and many others like them, suggest that the political and cultural reality in America has fundamentally changed from where it was pre- Trump. We
no longer live in a country where both Left and Right are committed to competing by the same rules and separated by mere policy differences. Rather, over the last four years, the Left has displayed an increasing willingness to cast aside even the most basic American ideals—freedom of speech, the rule of law, equality of opportunity—in order to seize and maintain power. Indeed, many on the Left now openly reject these ideals, and cast the very founding of America as an evil act that must be atoned for. Today, it is clearer than ever that what conservatives are now faced with is a growing challenge to the very heart of the American experiment itself.

Behind this challenge is the adoption by the Left of a new ideology profoundly different from the liberalism and even progressivism of generations past. This ideology—which we will identify as wokeism—sees all aspects of society through the lens of conflict between identity groups, some of which are categorized as privileged (white, male, traditional sexuality, etc.) and others as marginalized (minority, female, LGBTQ, etc.). Driven by wokeism, the Left’s primary mission has become the disempowering of the “privileged” and empowering of the “marginalized” through the imposition of radical measures which would destroy America’s most fundamental institutions. And they increasingly seek to implement these measures via totalitarian means, mustering their immense institutional power to silence and punish their opposition.

The relatively passive and deferential Republican politics of previous eras are simply incapable of meeting this challenge. Donald Trump intuitively recognized this and was perhaps the first major political figure to significantly confront wokeism, which is precisely why he won in 2016 and still came within 43,000 votes of winning in 2020 despite the unprecedented hostility he faced. This, if nothing else, should be a sign that the GOP’s future must involve embracing and building on the Make America Great Again movement begun by Trump, not rejecting or pivoting away from it.

In particular, there are four concrete elements of the MAGA agenda that must become central to the GOP if Republicans hope to effectively combat wokeism and recapture political power, as well as defend what remains of America’s foundations from total destruction:

★ Securing our elections: Republicans cannot allow the new election regime of mass mail-in voting, vote harvesting, and the like to continue. No developed country operates their elections in this fashion, and for good reason—it leaves voting open to massive amounts of fraud, while at the same time damaging trust in the basic democratic process. The 2020 election was not secure in too many places, and biased voting practices were almost certainly decisive in close swing-states.
★ Rebuilding the American family:
Republicans must commit to an agenda centered around rebuilding the American family. This is not just a practically necessary response to the current crisis of dramatically falling marriage and birth rates but also a politically necessary move in recognition of an electoral reality: the GOP cannot win without family-oriented voters. Moreover, since families are the most important and powerful mediating institution in society, strengthening the American family necessarily decreases the influence of other institutions the Left is currently reliant on to bolster its own power.

★ Fighting woke-captured institutions:
Many Republicans continue to give unmerited deference to major institutions of American society—the legacy media, Big Tech, corporate America, academia, the federal law and defense establishment (CIA/FBI/DoD/DoJ) and so on. However, this deference is no longer deserved, given that these institutions have largely been captured and weaponized by the woke Left against conservatives. Republicans must recognize this and instead work to fight against the influence of these corrupted institutions wherever necessary.

★ Affirming America’s fundamental goodness:
At the heart of the MAGA message was an appeal to the essential goodness of America. This would not have been controversial even in the recent past, but today, woke leftists who believe America is fundamentally evil hold a vast amount of influence in American society and are working to enforce their vision in every area they control. Republicans must firmly reject the woke project to divide and conquer America through identity politics and instead advance a vision of America as fundamentally good, appealing to the values that all Americans share in common.
In late 2012, on the heels of a humiliating defeat to an incumbent during one of the worst economic periods in recent memory, the GOP found itself in a similar position to where it is now: searching for answers as to why the party had lost and what it needed to change moving forward.

The most publicized response came from the Republican National Committee, which commissioned an “autopsy” report to try to understand what had gone wrong. The report, assembled by a group of party elites, blamed the loss on poor campaign organization and technology, as well as on the GOP’s social conservative platform. The Romney-Ryan economic message, they argued, was a winning one, though it was not necessarily heard by the voters. Instead, it was overshadowed by Republicans’ too strong adherence to culture war priorities and traditional positions on social issues like same-sex marriage and abortion. To win young voters, minority voters, and women, the GOP would need to call a Mitch-Daniels-style “truce” on social issues, and “embrace and champion comprehensive immigration reform.” If they failed to do so, the report predicted doom for the party, driven by demographic destiny. In addition, the GOP would also need to double down on the Romney-Ryan economic message, embracing its image as the party of “job creators” and innovative big-tech disruptors like Uber, Amazon, and Facebook.

Our organization, the American Principles Project, strongly disagreed, and published a counter-autopsy in response. Based on the available evidence, the American people had not opted for the Democrat status quo in a dismal...
economy despite preferring Romney’s economic message. Rather, the Romney campaign’s messaging around the plight of job creators had convinced workers that he intended primarily to help their bosses rather than themselves. Nor had voters considered Romney, who had spent the campaign disavowing and de-emphasizing social issues, as too socially conservative. Instead, Romney’s silence on cultural issues had made social conservatives wary while allowing his opponents to define him negatively.

If anything vindicated our assessment of the political landscape and our prescription for Republican politics, it was the success of Donald Trump. In 2016, Trump convincingly defeated a deep field of GOP primary opponents, many of whom campaigned under various versions of the 2012 RNC autopsy strategy, and he followed it up by beating a heavily favored Democrat in the general election. He did so while embracing certain culture war issues, such as abortion, and offering an economically populist alternative to the Romney-Ryan message. He even proved our recommendations to be slightly too conventional: while our report agreed with the RNC that Republicans needed to jettison their “harsh rhetoric” and “unsympathetic policies” on immigration to win over Hispanics, Trump correctly intuited that prominently campaigning on stronger borders and against illegal immigration would be a net positive. The success of Trump moved the Republican Party dramatically in the right direction, a fact which even the RNC seems to recognize, as the 2012 autopsy can no longer be found on their website.

What has also become clearer in retrospect, however, is that the fight over the direction of the GOP after 2012, while ostensibly a disagreement over policy, was in fact representative of a much deeper divide. Although “woke” had not yet made its way into common parlance, the ideology of wokeism was already entrenched in elite circles, including in the establishment of the Republican Party. Its influences on the RNC’s 2012 autopsy are easy to spot: talk of the need for “diversity” and “inclusion” abound, undergirded by the assumption that the GOP coalition could only be grown by abandoning cultural conservatism.

But these beliefs were obviously not shared by most Republican voters, who were becoming
increasingly disillusioned with the party’s leadership. According to exit polling from the 2016 presidential primaries, the majority of GOP voters in nearly every state said they felt betrayed by Republican politicians and preferred that the next president come from outside the establishment. Moreover, they were overwhelmingly fed up with leaders in Washington as a whole: close to 9 in 10 Republican voters in every state said they were either dissatisfied or angry with the federal government.

Trump, to his credit, seemed to recognize this growing disconnect from the beginning. After the RNC report’s release, Trump tweeted his agreement with Rush Limbaugh that, far from the RNC’s assessment, Romney had lost because he wasn’t conservative or tough enough. “@RNC report was written by the ruling class of consultants who blew the election,” he wrote. “Short on ideas. Just giving excuses to the donors.”

In response, Trump ran on what could be described as the polar opposite of the RNC's message.
autopsy’s prescription, to immediate success. Trump announced his candidacy on June 16, 2015, and by mid-July he had taken the lead in the RealClearPolitics polling average of the GOP primary field, a lead which he held, almost without exception, for the remainder of the primary campaign. Ultimately, he would win 41 of 56 primary contests on his way to decisively capturing the Republican nomination.

While Trump’s coalition was a broad one, his support was strongest, unsurprisingly, among the anti-establishment majority. In the exit polling, Trump consistently overperformed with those who felt betrayed by Republicans and were angry about the federal government. And although many have argued that economic displacement was the major motivating factor for these voters, there is evidence to suggest otherwise. In a March 2016 poll, a plurality (39%) of likely Trump primary voters cited his lack of political correctness as their reason for supporting him, far more than those who cited his immigration or trade policies. Of course, Trump’s economic populism did play an important role in his success, but it was his rejection of the leadership class’ woke pieties, and willingness to fight back when attacked on it, that constituted perhaps the most significant part of his appeal.

And despite numerous predictions of doom, that appeal eventually carried over to the general electorate. Mirroring trends in the primaries, Trump’s support in the general election polarized most powerfully along the lines of class, status, wealth, and elite credentialism. Wealthy and highly educated voters, who had been turning Democrat for years, became much more so in 2016. Working-class voters without a college degree, meanwhile, became much more Republican. This led to a number of strange dynamics in the campaign, and wrongheaded explanations of Trump’s victory afterwards. Pundits analyzing the race on TV, in print, in academia, and within the political establishment were exactly the type of people to whom Trump did not appeal, and they projected their own feelings and biases onto their electoral theories.

For example, in a preview of woke attacks to come, some explained Trump’s victory via theories of racial resentment or backlash among whites amid a demographically changing...
country and after two terms of America’s first black president. These theories not only entirely misunderstood the real economic and nationalist reasons for Trump’s success on immigration, but also overlooked the fact that Trump succeeded by winning over a significant portion of voters who had just voted for Obama twice, who could only be categorized as white supremacists under the most convoluted academic theories of racism. This white-backlash hypothesis also failed to explain the increased racial diversity of the Trump coalition as compared to Mitt Romney’s. Trump had done the exact opposite of what the RNC had proposed on policy in 2013 and yet had come closer than Romney to achieving the RNC autopsy’s goal of a more racially diverse party.

In reality, Trump won by converting working-class Obama voters, attracting “unlikely” voters, and by positioning himself where most voters were: economically populist, socially conservative, and against the woke elite. While elites considered Trump to be an extremist, voters ranked him as moderate in the primaries, and as one of the most moderate presidential candidates since at least Ronald Reagan. This move away from wealthier elite voters and towards working-class voters was electorally extremely advantageous, as will be discussed later. But it came with a significant downside, as the rest of America’s political and cultural institutions had become dominated by the kind of voter who hated Trump with a passion. The de facto aristocracy of America had been captured by the new ideology of wokeism.

As mentioned previously, wokeism is premised on the idea that the world is fundamentally divided between privileged and marginalized identity groups, and primarily around racial or sexual identities. It holds that the world can only be healed by an intense focus on the perceived power imbalance between these identity groups, and by in every instance seeking to disempower those with “oppressive” characteristics (white, male, traditional sexuality, etc.) with the goal of preferential treatment for those with “oppressed” characteristics (minority, female, LGBTQ, etc.).

This requires the full abandonment of any claim to relativism or tolerance. The woke Left does not seek to allow the free expression of opinions contrary to the new ideology. It deems such arguments to be equivalent to physical violence, or possibly worse, and to justify the type of response normally reserved for terrorists or violent criminals. It does not aspire to an impartial rule of law; it expects the law and its
enforcement to be directed towards redressing this system of privileged and marginalized. For example, if a demonstration is violent, but is purported to be on behalf of one of the “oppressed” groups, it ought to be allowed. Other actions are similarly analyzed in terms of various characteristics (combined into “identity”) of the perpetrator and victim. All normal rules of civic life can be violated in order to harm the putative interests of perceived “oppressors,” or to elevate those of the “oppressed.”  

Almost every action undertaken by Trump during his presidency was framed by the Left and their institutions as an attack on oppressed identity groups. Attempts to secure the border were cast as racist attacks on Muslims and Hispanics. Attempts to defend religious liberty or to affirm the reality of sex in law were cast as attacks on LGBTQ-identifying persons. The nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court was cast as an attack on women. Attempts to hold China accountable for their trade practices or for the COVID-19 pandemic were cast as anti-Asian bigotry. Expressions of patriotism were cast as attacks on nearly every oppressed group, who in the woke narrative had been oppressed by the uniquely evil United States.

Even more enraging to the Left was that, in these and other areas, Trump did not even appear to be apologetic for breaking the rules of the new ideology. In the early years of wokeism’s ascendance, it was common for Republican politicians to avoid any topic or proposal that could be cast in such a light, and in the cases where they did push back, they often did so only meekly or apologetically. But Trump was neither meek nor apologetic, and he rushed headlong into these controversies and seemed to relish them. This made Trump an extraordinary threat, justifying a uniquely strong response.

Ironically, support for the new woke ideology is correlated along the lines of actual “privilege.” Wealthier, college-educated Americans, working in high-status and high-powered jobs, are much more likely to view the world in this way. Elites adhere to the ideology far more than many of the identity groups whose interests they purport to champion. As a result, nearly every powerful institution in the country was
quickly weaponized to meet the supposed threat of Trump.

One effect of this was in fundraising. In a trend that had begun under Obama, the richest areas of the country continued to turn Democratic, leading to a huge fundraising advantage for Democrats. In 2016, Hillary Clinton’s campaign was able to raise about twice as much money through mid-October as Trump’s and able to spend about 2.4 times as much on television advertising.20

Another effect was in the media, which had long been biased but became much more so under Trump. In a precursor of what was to come in future elections, fact-checkers in 2016 promulgated bogus claims, arguing, for example, that it was false to say that Hillary Clinton had once supported building a wall, or had ‘acid washed’ or bleach[ed] her server, because, in fact, she had only supported a fence and had used a program called BleachBit rather than actual literal acid or bleach.21 And some writers began to question whether the standard rules of journalism ought to apply to Trump at all. “If you view a Trump presidency as something that’s potentially dangerous, then your reporting is going to reflect that,” wrote a media columnist for the New York Times just prior to the 2016 election, attempting to justify the paper’s obvious hostility toward him.22

In collaboration with deep-state government bureaucrats, the media also promulgated a fabricated theory that Trump was somehow the puppet of Russia, a claim which would eventually result in the first failed impeachment attempt against Trump. In the lead-up to that effort, government actors illegally manipulated evidence in order to spy on and eventually bring charges against members of Trump’s campaign and transition team.

Corporations joined the pile on as well, ramping up their use of pressure campaigns in an increasing number of issue areas with only tenuous links to their economic well-being. Skills honed by certain corporations on cultural-economic issues like immigration came to be employed on a panoply of woke priority issues: LGBTQ advocacy, abortion, gun-control, and racial “inequity.”23 Over the course of Trump’s presidency, even the Chamber of Commerce, once a reliable ally of conservatives, fully transitioned to an explicitly anti-Trumpian group.24

The reaction after Trump’s victory at the institutional level would seem bizarre to those still working under the theory that the Left was composed of morally relativistic liberals, or even utopian progressives. Organizations which had previously tried to appear neutral openly mourned Hillary Clinton’s loss, or even blamed themselves for it, implying a belief that their duty lay in wielding their status and power in order to prevent someone like Trump from being elected to office. Many resolved never to allow this to happen again, and they were largely successful in achieving their aims in 2020.
EVEN BY THE OFFICIAL VOTE
tallies, the Trump coalition in 2020 proved remarkably resilient. Trump came within 43,000 votes of an electoral college tie that would have been decided by Republican congressional state delegations. The comparable margin for Mitt Romney in 2012 was around 450,000.

In the months since November 2020, numerous theories explaining why Trump lost have emerged. In some, President Trump suffered from a supposedly bungled coronavirus response. In others, his abrasive personality and leadership style proved to be simply too much for suburban women. Still others continue to cling to “demographics are destiny” theories of politics, though notably this 2012-era delusion is more prominent among gullible Republican politicians than among savvier Democrats.

In an election as close as 2020, it is difficult to discount any potential negative. By official totals, after all, Trump would only have needed to convince a little less than 23,000 Biden voters to win. But these theories tend to dismiss, or at least downplay, what was by far the most important dynamic of the 2020 election. As elites became more and more captured by the new woke ideology, the institutions they control took more and more aggressive and coercive action against Trump. Though this led to some important and encouraging gains electorally, the institutional power ultimately was enough to secure the election for Biden.

Nowhere was this power more influential than around the infrastructure of the election itself. In 2020, woke institutions used the coronavirus as a pretext to unilaterally impose an entirely new
voting regime in states across the country. This regime was, in many instances, directly contrary to state laws and imposed by circumventing the state legislatures. In the belief that it would benefit their party, Democrats made a concerted effort across the country to change voting procedures in order to dramatically increase mail-in and absentee voting while gutting nearly every kind of safeguard against voter fraud.

The tactics in each state differed, and many examples are likely already familiar, but Wisconsin is a representative example of the pattern. In the lead-up to November 3, the most Democratic city in the state allowed early voting in every one of the city’s parks well before the early voting start date. The Wisconsin Election Commission refused to clean more than 200,000 potentially duplicated names from voter rolls as required by state law. County clerks in Milwaukee and Dane Counties told voters to claim that they were “indefinitely confined,” thereby exempting themselves incorrectly from state voter ID laws, and nearly a quarter of a million voters in the state did so, even though the pandemic was not a valid excuse. Standards were relaxed, and rejection rates for absentee ballots dropped precipitously, from 1.4% in November 2016 (and 1.8% in the 2020 primary), to 0.2%. The Election Commission excluded both the Green Party and Kanye West from appearing on the ballot on extremely dubious grounds. The Green Party had earned around 31,000 votes in Wisconsin in 2016. By official vote tallies, Joe Biden beat Donald Trump in Wisconsin by 20,682 votes.

In other states, ballot applications were sent out unrequested, and ballots that returned were subject to greatly relaxed verification and signature-matching standards. In certain states, ballots were accepted and counted after election day. In Pennsylvania, the state Supreme Court ordered that received ballots should be accepted and counted even if they arrived without a postmark proving they were submitted before polls closed. In Arizona, counties decided to allow seniors to vote via video chat. Throughout the country, poll watchers were denied the ability to effectively observe the tallying of votes.

The media touted the weakened safeguards and abnormally low rejection rates of ballots across the country as an unquestionable success, and asserted, contrary to all evidence, that election fraud had been proven to be practically impossible. Courts were loath to intervene before or after the election, even in instances where their ruling would not affect the election’s outcome. Elites framed any questioning of the new election practices in the terms of wokeism,
calling their opponents white supremacists. This was enough to cause one Republican senator to apologize, bizarrely, to black voters in particular for considering an objection to certification of the vote.\\(^{29}\) The few congressmen who objected anyway were smeared as traitorous supporters of a “white supremacist” “insurrection.”

The imposition of this new voting regime was funded and pushed by the most powerful forces in America, especially woke capital. Mark Zuckerberg alone donated around $400 million to voting efforts.\\(^{30}\) Time magazine (favorably) described the election effort as “a well-funded cabal of powerful people, ranging across industries and ideologies, working together behind the scenes to influence perceptions, change rules and laws, steer media coverage and control the flow of information.”\\(^{31}\)

Such alliances among the various powerful sectors of American life were common in 2020. One notable example, though it likely ended up hurting Biden, was the massive support for the antifa/Black Lives Matter riots of the summer across all major institutions. Corporations funded the groups, health experts excused the gatherings, politicians bailed out the rioters, and the mainstream media covered the riots, if at all, as perhaps fiery but mostly peaceful. One gathering of left-leaning politicos in the summer pondered how to court BLM rioters in order to secure their support in the event of a “street fight” after the election, even if Trump won.\\(^{32}\)

Big Tech meanwhile partnered with mainstream media and the academy, using the pretext of “fact-checking” to block political advertising and other information contrary to the ruling narrative. Perhaps the most egregious instance of corporate censorship was Twitter’s and Facebook’s blacklisting, assisted by a media blackout, of a New York Post story revealing the Biden family’s corrupt dealings with China.
Although the allegations have since proven true, the campaign to block it achieved its desired result: one study from the Media Research Center suggests that the suppression of this story alone was enough to swing the election in Biden’s favor. Also likely significant but far more difficult to measure are the effects of other Big Tech efforts, such as Google’s apparent manipulation of search results.

The “fact-checking” regime also censored dissent from the approved COVID narrative, which was being used not only to push the new voting system but also to impose draconian lockdowns that hollowed out the Trump economy. The health and economic impacts of COVID ranked as top concerns in election polling, but their exact effect on the result is unclear. Voters still rated Trump highly on the economy, though less so on his overall response to the pandemic. There is some evidence, though unclear, that voters in states Biden flipped viewed Trump’s coronavirus handling worse than voters in close states Trump kept. However, county-level analysis shows areas more directly affected by the pandemic, measured in terms of deaths per capita, cases per capita, or rises in unemployment, were more likely to swing towards Trump. Areas that were lower on these metrics swung away from Trump. Meanwhile, the governor who oversaw one of the worst death rates in the world only grew in popularity and received an Emmy for his efforts. The effect of COVID, if present, seems to have been largely filtered through warped media-driven perceptions rather than experience, and likely was more influential among elite voters with higher institutional trust.

Nevertheless, faced with the COVID pandemic and the BLM-instigated rioting, outspent and opposed by every center of power in the country, Trump still managed to do much better than either Mitt Romney or John McCain and earned more votes than any Republican candidate in history. The Trump base proved to be solid, and the encouraging trends of 2016 only continued. Driven by its own elites, the Democratic Party wedded itself more than ever to the ruling woke ideology, deepening the divide within their own base between more affluent, college-educated elites and the rest of their supporters. Biden gained ground among elites across the board, while Trump gained ground among the rest of the country.

Counties with more bachelors and postgraduate degrees, and with higher median household incomes and projected job growth, swung even further away from Trump. Though many post-election analyses have focused on suburban women, the losses were equally or more striking among suburban men. Biden’s victory in Georgia, for example, was fueled by his
popularity among affluent credentialed voters, rather than minorities. High-income, majority-college-graduate, and suburban precincts in Georgia swung 6 or 7 points away from Trump. Rural, non-college white, and majority black areas swung 1 point away. Majority Hispanic areas and areas where the population was more than 80% black swung 0.5 points toward Trump. The rich congressional districts that had turned blue in 2018 for the most part did not come back, but this did not keep Republicans from nearly retaking the House.

Meanwhile, across the country Hispanic counties and precincts swung heavily towards Trump, as did urban counties. The rise in Hispanic support for Trump was especially striking in Florida and Texas, but seems to have happened nationwide. Around 10% of Hispanic voters switched their vote from Clinton to Trump. Support for Trump among black voters also increased. Trump’s 2016 gains among working-class voters of all races either remained largely intact or improved. As Rep. Jim Banks noted in his post-election memo, Biden’s support was strong among college professors, marketing professionals, bankers, and Wall Street, but Trump was the favored candidate of mechanics, small business owners, and custodians.

Although many factors have of course contributed to these shifts, one stands out as a primary driver, the same one which helped elevate Trump to the White House four years earlier: the embrace of woke issues by the Democratic Party and its affiliated elites, and Trump’s willingness to campaign on opposing them. College-educated, affluent voters have become increasingly captured by wokeism and an increasingly powerful part of the Democratic Party, alienating the rest of the country, which is much more conservative. The average Republican donor and the average Republican voter now largely agree on most issues, though donors are somewhat to the right on economics. But the split between Democratic donors and voters is massive. Democratic donors are far to the left of the average Democratic voter on economic issues and globalism issues, and much further to the left on social issues. A majority of black Democrats, for example, support transgender bathroom bans and 20-week abortion bans, while white liberals are now empirically far to the left of black Americans on racial attitudes. Moreover, white liberals are more enthusiastic than Hispanics, blacks, and non-liberal whites about diversity as a primary aim, and they are much more likely to support increased immigration than the rest of their base.

This polarization of the country along the lines of woke elitism has led to incredible institutional opposition for the Republican Party but encouraging electoral gains. Voters hated the ideas put forward by the woke elites, like open borders, critical race theory, or defunding the police, although they were popular on Twitter and among the political class on the Left. The growing chasm between the woke Democratic activist class and many of their own voters has become so large that even some in their own party have begun to sound the alarm.
After the lackluster performance by congressional Democrats in November, Rep. Abigail Spanberger (D-VA), Majority Whip Jim Clyburn (D-SC) and others blamed the woke branding their colleagues had added to the national brand. When someone asked Rep. Ruben Gallego (D-AZ) the day after the election what the party ought to do to “improve our work with the LatinX community,” the congressman responded forcefully: “First start by not using the term Latinx.”

Longtime Democratic operative James Carville put it even more bluntly in an interview with Vox, “You ever get the sense that people in faculty lounges in fancy colleges use a different language than ordinary people? They come up with a word like ‘Latinx’ that no one else uses. Or they use a phrase like ‘communities of color.’ I don’t know anyone who speaks like that. [...] Wokeness is a problem and everyone knows it. It’s hard to talk to anybody today — and I talk to lots of people in the Democratic Party — who doesn’t say this. But they don’t want to say it out loud. [...] [L]arge parts of the country view us as an urban, coastal, arrogant party, and a lot gets passed through that filter. That’s a real thing. I don’t give a damn what anyone thinks about it — it’s a real phenomenon, and it’s damaging to the party brand.”

But while some on the Left have dismissed Carville’s concerns, there is evidence he is actually understating the problem posed to Democrats by their embrace of wokeism. In a revealing interview with New York magazine in March, left-wing data analyst David Shor detailed why:

So as Democrats have traded non-college-educated voters for college-educated ones, white liberals’ share of voice and clout in the Democratic Party has gone up. And since white voters are sorting on ideology more than nonwhite voters, we’ve ended up in a situation where white liberals are more left wing than Black and Hispanic
Democrats on pretty much every issue: taxes, health care, policing, and even on racial issues or various measures of “racial resentment.” So as white liberals increasingly define the party’s image and messaging, that’s going to turn off nonwhite conservative Democrats and push them against us. […] 

The fundamental problem is that Democrats have been relying on the support of roughly 90 percent of Black voters and 70 percent of Hispanic voters. So if Democrats elevate issues or theories that a large minority of nonwhite voters reject, it’s going to be hard to keep those margins. Because these issues are strongly correlated with ideology. And Black conservatives and Hispanic conservatives don’t actually buy into a lot of these intellectual theories of racism. They often have a very different conception of how to help the Black or Hispanic community than liberals do. And I don’t think we can buy our way out of this trade-off. Most voters are not liberals. If we polarize the electorate on ideology — or if nationally prominent Democrats raise the salience of issues that polarize the electorate on ideology — we’re going to lose a lot of votes. […] 

I think there’s a very strong empirical argument that Donald Trump was the main driver of the polarization we’ve seen since 2016. He just personally embodies this large cultural divide between cosmopolitan college-educated voters and a large portion of non-college-educated voters. Those divides take a lot of different forms: attitudes toward race, attitudes toward gender, opinions on what kinds of things you’re allowed to say, or how you should conduct yourself. […] 

Republicans would have been a lot worse off with a narrow majority coalition — that had a Romney-esque split between college and non-college voters — than they were with the Trump coalition. So I think the Trump era has been very good for the Republican Party, even if they now, momentarily, have to accept this very, very, very thin Democratic trifecta. Because if these coalition changes are durable, the GOP has very rosy long-term prospects for dominating America’s federal institutions.47 

It is worth reiterating this point one more time: the conventional media narrative that Trump appealed exclusively to a shrinking base of old, white, rural Americans resentful of changing demographics has no basis in reality. The truth is that Trump actually broadened the Republican base by tying Democrats to their most unpopular positions: wokeism, and its related issues. And should Republicans continue to successfully deploy this strategy, there would appear to be ample room to expand the party’s coalition even further in the elections to come.
As should now be clear from the last two presidential elections, continuing to confront the Democratic Party’s woke ideology has the potential to chip away at a much larger share of the Democrat vote without losing the base that Trump built. But while this confrontation can and should take many forms, there are four concrete areas that Republicans should focus on if they hope to successfully recapture power in the coming elections. Those areas are as follows:

**Securing our elections.**

The woke Left considers it their top priority to solidify the new election regime and extend it even further. As the previously cited left-wing data analyst David Shor has explained it: “Basically, we have this small window right now to pass redistricting reform and create states. And if we don’t use this window, we will almost certainly
lose control of the federal government and not be in a position to pass laws again potentially for a decade.”

A different left-wing group puts this imperative more bluntly: “HR1 or We’re Fucked.”

H.R. 1/S. 1 universally mandates the worst aspects of the 2020 election standards while extending them much, much further. Among many other things, H.R. 1/S.1 would:

★ Remove all voter ID requirements.
★ Require automatic registration of all individuals in various state databases, registering many non-citizens.
★ Require no-excuse absentee ballots to be sent out, while removing security measures and witness requirements and forcing states to receive ballots up to 10 days late.
★ Allow a single partisan official to unilaterally override ballot rejections due to mismatched signatures, granting Democrats de facto veto power over signature requirements.
★ Allow unrestricted ballot harvesting.
★ Limit the ability of election officials to verify voters’ eligibility and remove ineligible voters from the voters rolls, while also limiting the ability of independent organizations to examine and verify the voter rolls’ accuracy.
★ Require states to allow felons on parole to vote.

Support for Election Integrity

![Support for Election Integrity](image)
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In the immediate term, Republicans need to do everything in their power to oppose this. Security of elections and public faith in the process are absolutely essential to the stability and health of our country. However, for self-interested reasons the woke Left has decided that it is in their interest to undermine both. They have the full support of the institutions and corporations who established the 2020 voting regime in the first place. These corporations now threaten and boycott states who make even the most modest attempts at restoring fairness and security.

As is often the case, attacks on politicians who fight back are on woke grounds. Election integrity measures are cast as attacks on various identity groups. The woke Left professes to believe that non-white people in particular are incapable of figuring out how to register to vote or acquire any form of identification. This belief is so strong that Joe Biden could claim of Georgia’s modest voting bill that it makes “Jim Crow look like Jim Eagle.”

Republicans should never, ever, accept this framing. Securing the integrity of the election is not just morally right and existentially necessary for our republic, it is a political winner. Americans support voter ID requirements by 77% to 14%. This includes overwhelming majorities of black voters, Hispanic voters, and white voters; Biden voters and Trump voters; Democrats, Republicans, and independents. Heavy majorities across the board, again including minority voters, also support ID requirements for absentee voting. Voters likewise believe, 62% to 11%, that practices such as ballot harvesting ought to be made illegal. Once voters know what H.R. 1/S. 1 contains, support for the bill drops to 28%. Voters also disapprove of same-day voter registration, automatic voter registration, and sending out unrequested ballots.

These proposals only gain popularity in the rarified air of the woke boardrooms, college faculty lounges, and high-society cocktail parties. The rest of the country, including those whose interests the woke profess to champion, overwhelmingly prefer a free, fair, and secure system of elections.

Rebuilding the American family.

In November 2018, American Principles Project commissioned a survey of over 5,000 voters in the aftermath of the midterm elections. The results, which we detailed in a report the following year, pointed to one crucial but often overlooked fact: being married and/or coming from an intact family are strong predictors of holding conservative views and voting Republican, while those who are unmarried and come from a broken family are far more likely to be left-wing Democrats.

By all accounts, this once again held true in the past election. According to national polling, Donald Trump won married voters by 9 points over Joe Biden, while Biden carried unmarried voters by 19 points. A more rigorous county-level voting analysis showed that marriage rates were the strongest demographic predictor of 2020 votes, greater than race, education, and income. And a different county-level analysis indicated that higher fertility rates also corresponded with more votes for Trump.

Although the evidence isn’t necessarily clear on why this is the case, there are a number of possible, interrelated reasons. In a 2017 article for Politico, University of Virginia sociologist W. Bradford Wilcox and Vijay Menon identified a few: Conservatives and Republicans are “more likely to embrace marriage-minded values.” Married people are more prosperous and less likely to be
dependent on government, making the GOP a more natural home for them than the Democratic Party. And certain conservative and Republican personality traits make them “more likely to form and maintain stable marriages and families.”56

The family also happens to be one of the last major social institutions not controlled by the woke Left. While wokeism has marched through almost every other part of American society—taking command of education, the workplace, media and entertainment, and even many places of worship—the family remains one of few places where one can still find safety from the Left’s ever encroaching influence. For some, it may be the only place.

But as wokeism has ascended in recent years, the family has gone into serious decline. At the beginning of the COVID pandemic, marriage rates in the US had dropped to the lowest levels in the nation’s recorded history, and early indications are they have fallen even further since then.57 Moreover, Americans seem to be
ascribing less importance to marriage than ever before. According to a December 2020 Gallup poll, only 29% of respondents said they believed it was important for couples with children to marry, down from 49% in 2006. And increasingly, couples are no longer even having children, as illustrated by the CDC’s alarming finding that America’s 2020 birth rate was the lowest on record.

While most leaders across the political spectrum will publicly lament these developments, at least some on the Left are acknowledging the political benefit this provides them. In a different interview with New York magazine, for example, the aforementioned David Shor noted that as a result of the average age of first marriage rising by over a decade, voters are holding onto their left-wing views later into life: “We previously were going to start having people turn more conservative at 26. Now that’s been pushed up to 34 or 36. That’s actually very meaningful in terms of votes and in terms of how much longer we can expect millennials and zoomers to stay overwhelmingly Democratic.”

For Republicans, however, the continued collapse of the family would be nothing short of a disaster. Given the centrality of married voters to the GOP’s coalition, rebuilding the family is not just important for the good of the country; it is absolutely necessary for the party’s long-term survival. Already, some Republican lawmakers have begun to put forward proposals to help economically incentivize family formation and bolster working families. These are great steps in the right direction. But every GOP member must recognize that turning around the distressing trends detailed above ought to be a pressing priority. Otherwise, the party’s fortunes in the coming decades, and the likelihood of successfully beating back wokeism, appear increasingly grim.

**Fighting woke-captured institutions.**

Perhaps the most significant change in our politics over the last several years has been the total capture by wokeism of almost every single American institution: higher education, public education, corporate America, Big Tech platforms, professional sports leagues, the NCAA, the intelligence community, the military, major denominations within Christianity, major “center-right” political organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce, the media, and so on. Almost nothing has been left untouched. Some mock the Right’s distress at the woke hegemony, which demands lip service from even the Dr. Seuss estate or Mr. Potato Head, but the fact that nearly every part of our society is forced to swear fealty to woke ideology ought to alarm everyone.

Conservatives need to understand what of our current arrangement is prudential and what is inalienable principle. The institutions we may seek to preserve have in many cases already been hollowed out. Many now actively undermine and destroy the very goods they are meant to further. What we seek to preserve in society via governmental restraint is in some cases furthering its destruction at the hands of quasi-governmental monopolistic powers. The long march of the woke Left through every center of cultural and political power, and their abuse of that power to further their destructive ideological ends, has led to the total collapse of Americans’ faith in institutions and in each other. The danger of this should be obvious, but Republicans must recognize that any attempt at a cure will have to be hands-on, confrontational, and ambitious.

These institutions may be powerful, but they aren’t popular. Consider Big Tech, for
example: according to Gallup, the net favorability of Big Tech platforms has plummeted among Republicans and independents, dropping an eye-popping 51 and 21 points, respectively, from mid-2019 to early 2021.\textsuperscript{61} Trust in traditional media is below 50\%, with majorities stating that they believe journalists purposely mislead the public with deliberate lies and that most news organizations are concerned with promoting an ideology rather than informing the public.\textsuperscript{62} Confidence in institutions of higher education, likewise, are sinking to new lows.\textsuperscript{63} Among younger people, it is difficult to find a single institution—tech companies, Wall Street, the media, every branch of the federal government, even state and local government—with majority trust.\textsuperscript{64}

Conservatives are eager for a politician willing to take on the woke institutions. A February 2021 survey found that among Republican and Republican-leaning voters, 49\% said that for a candidate to win their vote, it was most important that they “[w]on’t back down in a fight with the Democrats”—the highest of all the qualities polled. Second-most necessary was supporting Trump’s America First agenda, while third-most was being “outspoken against woke, progressive ideology and cancel culture.” Fourth-most crucial was treating the media as an extension of the Democratic Party.\textsuperscript{65}

There are ample opportunities to oppose the woke takeover of institutions even at the state level. Conservatives should learn, for example, from the Idaho state legislature’s attempt to curtail the state-sponsored anti-Americanism being taught at the state’s publicly funded universities.\textsuperscript{66} Florida Governor Ron DeSantis also has shown remarkable resourcefulness in leveraging his state’s power to curb the tyranny of Big Tech companies.\textsuperscript{67} The woke Left hates federalism even more than their predecessors did. To the woke, the political power of local, tangible communities is a direct affront to what they consider the primary authority of global identity groups. This has driven a major push among all institutions to remove every remnant of local or state control from governors and legislatures. While the fight at the national level is absolutely crucial, the situation for states and localities may be even more dire. Leaders at these levels of government should act before power is finally wrested away from them.

To summarize: fighting woke-captured institutions is the right thing to do, necessary for saving the American experiment, and an incredibly popular position with voters. But how should Republicans go about doing so concretely? Following are a few ideas:
Undercutting the Media’s Influence
Republicans ought to recognize the legacy media for what they are: partisan agents of their opponents’ campaigns. Delegitimize them and reject their bad-faith premises. Boycott left-wing shows and platforms, and make and promote our own.

Holding Big Tech Accountable
Republicans must stop defending the generous handouts to Big Tech which they have historically been granted. Reform Section 230 and pursue aggressive antitrust enforcement. Enforce campaign finance law and recognize Big Tech’s interference in elections as the in-kind contribution that it is. Consider anything and everything to restore conservatives’ ability to participate meaningfully in the most powerful public square in history.

Fighting Woke Capital
Republicans cannot continue fighting for lower tax rates or less stringent regulation for the same mega-corporations that despise conservatives. Examine the extent to which legal exemptions, or federal and state funds including pension funds, are going to support the companies that seek to extort even more from the government. If the GOP goes on reflexively supporting laws in all circumstances that are maximally favorable to major business, then why should those businesses care that conservatives are upset about their other activities?

It is no virtue, and certainly no conservative virtue, to sit back and allow corporations to single-handedly set the boundaries of acceptable legislation or political opinion. Appeals to Reagan or the free market to justify surrender to the woke boardroom are intellectually dishonest and deeply unconvincing to voters.

Dismantling the Education Cartel
Republicans should decouple the federal government from student loans and research grants, and instead incentivize vocational programs and trade schools. Where possible, we should stop requiring or favoring people with college degrees in the hiring process, and perhaps pass legislation to accomplish the same—occupational licensing reform, but for diplomas.

It is also finally time to tie federal funding for schooling directly to kids rather than the educational institutions that are failing them, giving parents the ability to use the money to pursue the best course for their own child.

Reining in the Deep State
As has become especially clear in recent months, the defense and law enforcement establishments have been corrupted by woke partisans increasingly intent on politicizing these especially powerful institutions. Before the
2020 election, it was reported that President Trump had planned to remove the head of the Department of Defense, the CIA, and the FBI were he to secure re-election. This was in addition to an executive order signed just prior to the election making it easier to fire career deep-staters. Trump realized what had to be done. Unfortunately, he just realized it too late.

Conservatives should take a lesson from Trump’s experience and continue the work he started. This means, at the very least, Republicans must consider tying continued funding of these institutions to reforms which will ensure they act impartially and are not unduly influenced by ideology or politics. If the deep state is permitted by our own inaction to continue abusing their power with impunity, the country as we know it will not survive.

**Voters Reject Anti-Americanism**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I’m proud to be an American  
Removing statues of George Washington  
Removing statues of Christopher Columbus


**Affirming America’s fundamental goodness.**

A central tenet of woke orthodoxy is that America is irredeemably, systemically, inherently evil. These appeals, often made on behalf of one identity group or another, seek to divide the country into oppressor and oppressed. This is the ideology that in 2019 led the *New York Times* to declare the real foundation and legacy of America to be slavery. The following spring, this declaration won the Pulitzer Prize. In the summer, the ideology flared out in violent riots, burning down businesses and neighborhoods, and destroying or defacing monuments to American soldiers and statesmen, even including Abraham Lincoln. In the fall, it led the American elite to let pass the 400th anniversary of the pilgrims’ landing at Plymouth with little more than a few scattered, embarrassed comments. The inherent and unforgivable sinfulness of America is taught in schools, mouthed in the media, and funded or supported by a large number of the country’s corporations.
It is also incredibly unpopular. American Principles Project’s battleground state polling from mid-July of 2020 found that huge majorities of voters in every state we polled described themselves as proud to be an American and were opposed to removing monuments of European explorers and settlers or American founding fathers. They were also deeply divided about using the 1619 Project’s framing of American history in the curricula of young students. In nearly every case, these issues resulted in pronounced splits among voters of different income and education levels. But generally, it is clear that wealthy, college-educated elites believe that America is a far worse place than do the people whose interests they profess to represent. The prevalence of woke adherents in the culture-making institutions may make anti-Americanism seem like a popular cause, but it is absolutely not.

However, as hatred of America is correlated with the likelihood of having a bully pulpit, affirming America’s fundamental goodness will require a stiffer spine than many politicians seem to possess. Republicans should never have waited until Kamala Harris was comfortable agreeing before affirming clearly and loudly that America is not a racist country. Their recent willingness to do so is a step in the right direction, but Republicans should learn from and emulate the courage of institutions like the Claremont Institute, which was ready to say so last June. No Republican should ever again feel as if the proper response to the widespread, divisive, and hateful attack on America is to suggest getting rid of Columbus Day. GOP leaders should instead continue their efforts to eliminate racist “critical race theory” training sessions for employees, and racist anti-American curricula from schools or standardized testing.
Woke ideologues also openly despise America’s founding, and America’s founding documents. To them, the Constitution stands unjustly in the way of their power. The Declaration of Independence they treat as a bizarre lie. Woke leftists push the oppressor/oppressed distinction as the primary lens through which to examine both documents. The central principles of both are either dismissed outright or attacked in order to prosecute the case against the Founders and the country they founded. If America is racist systemically, the foundational documents of the American regime are seen as the establishment of this racist system. The woke Left pushes instead for a fundamental restructuring of our regime away from equality under God and under the law and towards a regime that hands out weapons to favored identity groups to subdue the “oppressors.” Ironically, these structural reforms usually seem to have the intent of increasing the power of small, concentrated elite enclaves. Conservatives must oppose these attacks and re-emphasize the truth of America’s founding documents.

Opposing critical race theory, the 1619 Project, and woke identity politics, while affirming America’s fundamental goodness, ought to be a central message of the Republican Party. The contrast between the two parties on this issue is immense, and perhaps the single greatest political asset the GOP has. The tenacity with which the affluent elite cling to woke ideology makes it difficult for the opposition to disavow it and wins the rest of the country to our side. In short, defending America against woke attacks is morally right, existentially necessary, and politically advantageous.
The challenges posed to this country by the rise of wokeism are severe—perhaps more so than any other threat in recent history. Considering the power and influence the woke Left wields, and the victories it has already achieved, it would be easy to despair of effectively fighting it.

However, the truth is that the rise of wokeism has also created a significant opportunity for conservatives and the Republican Party, as evidenced by the successes of Donald Trump. While the woke Left may dominate the halls of power, they do not have the support of the American people. And by drawing attention to the worst woke excesses and leading the charge against them, GOP leaders can both grow the party and win elections as well as (and most importantly) defend our country’s foundations from destruction.

In the almost six years since it was introduced as a campaign slogan, we now have a better understanding than ever of what it will take to “Make America Great Again.” Now is the time for Republicans to put that plan into action.
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Nowadays, everyone has a political arm or lobbyist to protect their interests. But the American family does not. Given the increasingly hostile progressive attacks on parents and children, the American family cannot afford to be without a political cavalry to defend it.

The American Principles Project wants to make the family the most powerful, well-represented special interest group in Washington, D.C. Existing pro-family groups largely focus their efforts on education and tracking legislation. That’s great. But we need more. APP is the only national pro-family organization engaging directly in campaigns and elections.

The family has two natural advantages when it comes to politics:

- When organized, families are numerous and more powerful than “any other special interest group.”
- Pro-family issues win elections.

But while hard-line progressive activists have grown comfortable attacking the family and making it difficult to raise children, pro-family political forces have largely been missing-in-action.

We want to impose a political cost on the Left’s anti-family extremism.

If they want to attack parental rights, confuse young children about changing their gender, undermine the ability of parents to protect their children’s innocence, or drive a wedge between parents and children in education, then they are going to be punished at the polls.

For more information about APP, including how to further support our work, visit our website at www.AmericanPrinciplesProject.org
Organizing families in politics to defend the family and save America